


ALL OUR EGGS IN ONE BASKET:
ON EGG-SHARING INSTITUTIONS ON THE NORTH-NORWEGIAN COAST

Audun Sandberg

In the western world most of the earlier institutions of collective property have given way to individual
appropriation and possession. In a long perspective this can be seen as a consequence of the
advancement of romanist legal doctrines during the last 2000 years. During the last 200 years this
process has been further accelerated by the emerging nation-states and to a large extent it is the state that
has promoted the institutionalisation of individual rights. When, despite these massive social forces,
institutions based on collective rights still persist in parts of the western world, it is analytically
important to investigate these and their relationship to social processes in what has been termed the age
of High Modernity (Giddens 1991).

Some insights can be achieved by utilising materials collected by ethnologists studying "survivals," and
re-analysing these with the eyes of the "common property researcher" undertaking "field experiments" -
in order to sort out institutional "design elements" that works. But more insights can be won by
studying working institutions in the contemporary world, and the degree to which their contents change
with changing times. One category of such institutions are the egg-gathering and egg-sharing institutions
of the North-Norwegian Coastal Communities - whereby all the members "belonging" to a community
get a taste of the fresh spring eggs of the wild sea-birds of the coast.

• We can guess that these institutions stem from a hazy pre-saga period - long before the keeping
of domesticated birds - where the religious symbolism and fertility blessings of the eggs were
significant.

• We can follow these institutions through the medieval and industrial ages when a scarce source
of animal protein in springtime had to be divided equitably - and the resource base had to be
managed in a sustainable manner. And we can learn from these complex institutions evolved
through hundreds of years - lessons that can aid us in the purposeful design of more efficient
resource governing regimes for economically more significant resources.

• We can also view such institutions in the light of a late modern era where the heavy symbolic
content of the collective act of gathering eggs provides the individual with a sought for identity
as members of a coastal community. With an increasing globalisation of daily life in the high
north - and a dispersion of community members to nearby cities, the annual egg-sharing
"ceremony" has no significant nutritional value, but is above all a cultural event which confirms
the "belonging" of the property right holders to a certain community.

The role of the Nation-State in reducing the role of collective property rights in the governing of
resources has both a power aspect and a moral dimension:

For the centres of power in the state, it was believed to be advantageous to limit the degree of
self-governance for northern communities by suppressing collective property rights and to
ensure the loyalty of the subjects to the state through state guaranties of private property rights
(Sandberg 1994 a).

On the moral dimension, the strengthening of individual property rights has since the age of
Enlightenment been seen as a process of emancipation - freedom was expressed clearly in the maxim
Nemo in communione potest invitus detineri - "no one can be kept in co-proprietorship against his will"



(Grossi 1981). Thus the significance of the State and the power of the individual seems to have grown
concurrently through history - a kind of development that should lead us to infer that there is no
contradiction between the growth of the state and the strengthening of individual rights. Durkheim has
pointed out the common fallacy of contradicting the individual rights of Natural Law with a State that is
assumed to be external in relation to the individuals, and thus arriving at such a contradiction. This is
not correct, he argues, because the institutionalisation of individual rights is the work of the State itself -
"it has on the whole been the activities of the State that has liberated the individual" (Durkheim 1990).
This is an important point - that although Durkheim rejected the Benthamite model where a social order
is produced automatically out of the self-interested actions of rational individuals, he did not downgrade
the role of the individual in his theory of the State (see also Douglas 1987).

For our discussion of the role of egg-sharing in coastal communities in the age of late modernity, it is
important to note that also Durkheim admits that every society is basically despotic - also the collective
close to the individual has tendencies towards despotism. The small village communities, like the
Russian mir or the city guild with close surveillance of individuals, forced all members to do like
everyone else, to act in mechanical solidarity. For individuality to appear, it is therefore necessary with
a common center of power, above the secondary groups and which represents the interests of the larger
society against those of the secondary groups. The individual must have the opportunity to escape from
his or her closest collective and to seek freedom in the greater society, this then becomes something
more than the sum of the secondary groups. The countervailing forces, which prevents the state itself
from becoming despotic, is according to Durkheim the activities of the secondary groups themselves
(Durkheim op.cit). In postulating this, he carries the heritage of de Tocqueville (Tocqueville 1945) and
the teachings of the Catholic church on the social question (Rerum Novarum) into modern sociology. In
other works he argues for the increased emphasis on guild-like organisations and a regeneration of the
"corporate society" in order to proceed to a state of organic solidarity, but without specifying what
conditions must be met for collectives to have such an influence on the state (Durkheim 1953).
However, in an analysis of the downfall of the corporations of the Roman Empire, he hints that the state
authorisation of the corporations and their usurpation of public functions resulted in their destruction.
The State co-optation of the corporate groups transferred the elements of state coercion to the relation
between the collective and its members - who then became mere contractors for the imperial powers.
Thus, when the Empire crumbled, the corporations crumbled with it - they no longer constituted an
independent base for a civil society (Durkheim op.cit.).

In order to secure the fine balance between the co-operation and the countervailing forces between the
state and the secondary groups, an independent basis for these secondary groups must therefore be
secured. This means that their basic mechanisms for binding members to the collective must not be
undermined by the very state who is depending on these intermediate associations for its long term
legitimacy. Their fundamental incentive structures or property rights must be protected by objective law
which is above the arbitrary and short term considerations of the State (see also North 1991).

To complete this macrosociological backscreen for the local egg-sharing institutions of the
North-Norwegian coast, it is of fundamental importance to understand the changed role of the state in the
modern age: As the welfare obligations of the modern state has increased, the state has assumed
increasingly more of the responsibility for economic activity, employment and livelihood derived from
utilisation of natural resources. This has been seen as a necessary rationalisation of resource
management, where the overburdening on the state and the social costs to the communities now are
becoming visible:



The government production quotas and the support programs for agriculture and reindeer pastoralism has
created a privileged group of state-authorised reindeer-ranchers and state authorised dairy-farmers. The
pastoralists' associations and the farmers' associations have accepted an effective closure of the trade,
thus the individual member gets a larger share of the total quota and the total support, while the
association gradually looses members and political influence in relation to the state. An unexpected
consequence of this is that an increasing number of land-owners in rural areas are no longer
state-authorised farmers, a social fact that in the future will affect the deep constitutive processes
regarding to the distribution of rights within the communities.

The limited number of government boat quotas in fisheries have created a privileged group of state
authorised fishers which have contributed to a closure of fisheries to new entrants. This is by some
called a refeudalisation of resource use. Here the state has assumed increasingly more of the
management rights regarding the resource base and offers protection against other fishers for the
privilege holders. The incentives inherent in the individual quota has reduced the need for fisher
cooperation and the importance of the various intermediate associations of fishers. These are also
decreasing their membership as a result of a concerted action with the state to "weed out" non-serious"
fishers. Thus the single, privileged fisher is increasingly facing the state - or the European Union -
alone (Sandberg 1994 b).

In the modern society, there is also a strong tendency towards specialisation in resource use. The
traditional flexible and multitasking Northerner has lost out to the specialised, educated,
technology-intensive and capital-intensive resource user. This is not all due to "technology drive," an
important cause is the compartmentalisation of state resource management -with separate departments,
separate laws and separate professional cultures related to forestry, farming, reindeer pasture, salt water
fishing, aquaculture, game hunting, salmon fishing and tourism. While local government (Commune) is
systematically kept out of all governing of resources - because it has no property rights - there is no
single state agency that handles all resource questions for a particular community. The different permits,
quotas, subsidies and expert advice has to be sought in different offices and community members have to
acquire the codes of the different professional cultures in order to "get their rights."

When discussing mis kind of western rationalisation of resource management in the age of high
modernity, it is important to remember that "western" contains many conflicting trends and a multitude
of cultural heritages. In relation to property rights to natural resources, one only has to scratch the
surface in most "western countries" to discover a Celtic tradition, a Slavonic tradition, a Germanic
tradition and a romanistic tradition. And in the "laws of the land" in the different European countries,
one can find the traces of the ongoing battles between the various legal principles originating within these
different cultures which all claim to be "western."

This is the point of departure for this analysis of the egg-collecting institutions of North-Norwegian
coastal communities. For the local community, the traditional egg collection (rekking) is part of the
gathering activities of the farmstead and the property rights to eggs are closely tied to the property rights
of the farmstead (b"l). To the state, however, the eggs of wild birds are classified as belonging to the
game hunting sector and there are regulations issued that reverses the traditional order. Previously the
local northern community could harvest of the surplus in eggs and sea-birds regardless of specie, the
long term fluctuations secured the flexible harvester a steady supply of eggs from some species. In the
game hunting sector, the principles of endangered species are the dominant doctrine - thus the state has
in principle protected all species of sea birds - and has then positively permitted



"proprietors or authorised users in Northern Norway to remove eggs from the nests of Herring
Gull, Great Black Backed Gull, Common Gull, Kittiwake and Goldeneye in the period up to
June 14."

"proprietors or authorised users to remove eggs from the nests of eider in the period up to
Junel."

"proprietors or authorised users to remove downs from the nests of eider during the summer,
but after the hatching of the eggs." (DN 1988)

This has meant mat the collection of eggs from auks and puffins are no longer permitted. This
prohibition has not meant a breakdown of the egg-collecting institutions, as the eggs from Gulls and
Eider have always been the important ones. But for the nutritionally and commercially important
trapping of Auks, Puffins and Shags, the new doctrines implied an end to ancient traditions. The art of
trapping large quantities of these fat-bearing birds were refined to such an extent that a special breed of
dogs was developed, which could enter the narrow caves of the Puffins and pull them out (Lundehund).
Also fish nets and huge landing nets were used to catch the birds (Myrberget 1958). During the Second
World War as much as 200.000 salted Puffins were exported from the small islands of Roest (Lofoten)
every year - in barter for firewood and potatoes from the mainland. Traditionally "several thousand"
Puffins were in addition taken for local consumption, their feathers and downs were also an important
trade item (Baines & Anker-Nilssen 1990). This was part of ancient systems of trapping sea birds
common to most coastal communities of the North Atlantic - systems that are now disappearing due to
pollution, lack of food for sea-birds, pressure from environmentalist activists and state conservationist
measures. In addition there is hardly a commercial market for salted Auks, Puffins and Shags in the
modern European food markets.

Although there are 1.2 million Puffins on the Roest Islands today, and they seem plentiful to the local
population, these are 25-30% of the total Norwegian Puffin population. The Puffin is threatened by the
lack of herring fry in the sea, due to overfishing of herring in the 1960s and the long-term depletion of
the herring stock, they have been unable to provide sufficient food for their chicks in most breeding
seasons from 1969 to 1988. Only the 1974, the 1983 and 1985 seasons were successful, and from 1990
onwards the herring is back in sufficient quantities. But still Puffin is considered an endangered specie
and the local community that hosts this rare concentration of Puffins had to give up their traditional
trapping despite the local abundance.

This shows how vulnerable a well-balanced resource harvesting community is to the influence of external
forces, i.e. the depletion by industrial fishers of migratory stocks and the concern by international
environmental groups with endangered species. Thus the bird trapping institutions of most Atlantic
coastal societies have virtually been starved to death. To some extent they have been replaced by
bird-watching tourism, which has an economic significance far above the subsistence value of the meat
of sea birds.

The egg-collecting institutions, on the other hand, has a different kind of resilience. Because the eggs of
the common Gulls are as valued a delicatessen as the eggs from more rare birds, there are in most years
sufficient egg-lying birds to support the institutions. As most birds have the capacity to lay additional
eggs if some are taken, a regular and intensive collection of eggs can actually increase the sustainable
harvest of the islet and prolong the collecting season considerably. The old institutions also contained
rules that on a certain day to be decided each year all egg collection has to stop - in order to allow the
birds to have strong chicks before the autumn comes. Furthermore, the egg-collecting has been of such



an insignificant economic importance that the State has rarely bothered to interfere with the institutions
governing these activities. The exceptions have been in cases where the King - and subsequently the
State - held private ownership rights to an estate which included egg-rights on adjacent rocks. In areas
where the property rights to birds' islands were sold by the Crown to foreign investors early in the 17th
century - as part of a large sale of Crown estates, these owners never acquired full control over the
egg-collecting. One reason was that it was the feathers and downs of sea-birds that was of commercial
value, eggs were necessarily consumed by the households.

Another reason was that for the skills required for climbing the Kittiwake-rocks - or the presence
required for intensive Gulls' egg collection (every 3rd day), the estate owners were dependent on the
commoners. These were often the fishermen fishing in the areas around the islets and skerries, who
could combine the two activities without incurring additional costs. Thus a number of estate owners
settled for a "taxation system," whereby he got 1/10 of the eggs collected by the commoners (Bratrein
1983). But in both these cases and in the case of more ordinary "Egg commons" for a fishing hamlet, it
was left to the commoners to devise their own rules for the actual egg-collecting.

Thus these institutions has for most parts "grown naturally" out of the need of the different communities
and been tailored to their specific ecological circumstances and local cultural heritage. This "hands off"
approach on the part of the state is important, because eggs are virtually the only northern resource
where the state has kept its hands away - all others have been tampered with. Usually the objective of
the state has been to maximise the foreign exchange revenue or the internal revenue from resource
utilisation - or through property rights to secure national control with the local communities. Only very
recently did the state become preoccupied with "sustainable resource management" and with "preserving
biodiversity."

With birds' eggs there was no scope for state revenue; the season was too short, the subsistence element
in egg consumption was overwhelming and the costs of state control would be prohibitive. Thus the
egg-collecting institutions were left alone to be developed by the coastal communities themselves - and as
such they represent a natural laboratory for experimenting with various forms of collective property. As
such, they also represent a refuge for property rights systems different from the mainstream "romanistic"
legal tradition based on individual property rights - which has been pushed onto Scandinavian
communities since the 16th century (Sandberg 1994a). With a renewed interest in alternatives to state
and individual in the governing of resources - also in the "western" world, these kinds of institutions
assumes a special importance as learning pieces and a field for natural experiments with design principles
of common property resource governing regimes.

However, some words of warning should be issued to the excited reader. Also the resilient local
egg-collecting institutions are threatened by external forces: One is the activities of the international
environmental organisations and the resulting protective treatises - which tend to be far to general to
allow for the continuation of local practices - no matter how environmentally sound they are. For
instance did the European Union issue a "Directive on Birds' Eggs" which prohibited the collection of all
eggs from all wild birds - in order to protect endangered species like eagle and falcon. It was only
through intense diplomatic activity that Norway managed to obtain an exception for its "traditional and
local egg-collecting practices along the West Coast and the Coast of Northern Norway. This shows how
vulnerable local resource governing institutions are, not only to changes in the national political
environment, but also to fads in the international political environment.

Another force is urbanisation - and the centralisation of the coastal population to larger cities and
administrative centres. This often means that proprietors to egg-rights on islets, rocks, cliffs and



skerries remain "absentee landlords" during the spring breeding season, and thus cannot partake in the
maintenance of the egg-collecting institutions and the monitoring activities. On the Roest Islands it is
reported that a large portion of the people with inherited rights in the various "Egg Commons" have
moved away from the Islands, while a number of the newly settled fishers here do not have such rights.
There are many reasons why these "absentee landlords" will not give up their rights, some of them have
great explanatory value and are dealt with below. But the effect of the absenteeism is the decay of the
traditional institutions, into a situation where virtually everyone can collect eggs from most islets and
there are no sanctioning mechanisms. With increased tourist traffic, including foreign leisure sailing
vessels and kayakers, this open access situation is now seen as a threat to the resource. It is therefore
initiatives taken in the municipality to establish new institutions for governing egg collection in Roest.

The scope of this paper does not permit a full treatment of the variety of egg-collecting institutions along
the North-Norwegian Coast. But generally there is a gradient of proximity between the "Egg Commons"
and the homestead as one moves from the North to the South. In the northern areas (Northern Troms &
Finnmark), this distance is often huge, thus egg-collection is often organised on an expedition base
(Bratrein 1983). In the southern areas (Helgeland, Lofoten, Vesteraalen) the nesting areas are closer to
the homesteads and the egg collection and monitoring can more easily be carried out as part of daily
activities during May and June.

One typical egg-collecting institution is found at "Bleik" - between the northern area and the southern
area. Here the bird-rock "Bleiksoeya" is within surveillance distance and belongs to the community of
Bleik alone - a fairly concentrated community of 600 inhabitants. Before the Protestant reformation this
was the archbishops estate - with fishers and crofters. Later it was confiscated by the Crown and given
to the Supreme Judge in Bergen, Axel Fredrikssoen as his "free estate" from which he received the
customary tributes and taxes (around 1600 as much as 40 vaag (= 720 kg) of dried cod annually). It
remained the property of the Bergen judgery until the 19th century, when the farmer/fishers living here
were able to take over the agricultural land and all the rights in the outer fields (utmark) and on the
islands and skerries belonging to the former estate (Vold 1981). Parallel to the takeover there was a
significant increase in population, enclosure of the farmed fields and a rapid subdivision of the now
individually owned farmsteads. While the estate Bleiksgaarden (matrikkelgaarden) in 1838 consisted of 5
assessed farms, this had by 1865 increased to 13 farms and by 1950 to 156 - a number of which where
homesteads without farming potential. Because of the increased population and the increased farming
activity, Bleik experienced a serious shortage of winter hey, firewood, building materials and turf (for
heating) - these were resources that even after enclosure were held in common. According to old
people, this common resource became more and more difficult to manage and enclosure was demanded
by the people themselves. In 1895-97 and in 1903 to 1909 enclosure was introduced also in the
commons (utmark) (Vold 1981).

It is possible to analyse this kind of privatisation of the "mark" in various ways: in terms of prevailing
ideologies in western thought at the beginning of this century, in terms of the introduction of modern
banking and credit, in terms of increasing importance of commercial fishing etc. The important point
here is that a number of resources were not privatised during this period when the situation in agriculture
was changed to the extent that "people could not think collectively any longer, but were forced to act in
accordance with private needs and operational plans" (Vold 1981). Thus the "Trapping of Puffins, the
Egg Commons, the Sea Weed Beach of Bleiksoeyen remains in common for all owners and with a share
according to the old assessed value (skyld) of the farms" (Vold op.cit.). Likewise the Salmon Fisheries
and the grazing of animals remained in common as before.



To understand the egg-sharing institutions that were designed in ancient times, but were formalised at the
time of enclosure, it is fundamental to understand the two guiding principles: The principle of Common
Action and the Principle of Simultaneous Action. Even if each shareholder has a property right to a
certain share of the egg harvest, the rules prohibits individual initiative in the collection of this share.
The eggs have to be harvested within a certain time period (between may 7 and June 1), on set days
(usually every 5th day) and by all share-holders together. The days (usually 5 collections during the
season) are set by the "Islet King" an informal leader - and transportation for the whole group is
arranged collectively. On a typical day it is 1.300 eggs collected - only fresh eggs from nest where
egg-laying has just started. The "King" knows at which altitudes and at what exposure the various nests
are fit for harvest and order the collectors about. Some young lads with ropes climb the highest peaks
where the Kittiwake is nesting - these have recently become very numerous at the expense of the more
accessible Herring Gulls. All the eggs are carefully put in a shallow hole in the ground and the complex
egg-sharing operation can begin. The old assessed value of the farms had the estate Bleiksgaarden
divided into 6 parts that according to tradition were equal - even if this cannot be proved by assessment
documents (Vold op.cit). In 1915, when the population increase was threatening the whole egg-sharing
institution, a new system was designed by the users themselves, whereby 1/2 of the estate i.e. 3 parts,
collected one year and the other 3 parts collected the next year. Both the equalisation of the parts and
taking of turns between the two halves of the community are design handlebars that made the institution
work.

The eggs are first divided into 3 equal parts, which also keeps track of a mathematically just distribution
of eggs from the various species of birds. But first the Boat Part is taken away - that is usually 25 eggs
to the skipper. Then the 1/5 of the Kittiwake eggs is given as collectors part to the brave young lads
who climbed the high peaks - this is an example of an institutional invention spurred by the return of
great numbers of Kittiwake. The 3 parts (vaag) are identified by the name of the original farmer and
every member in the community knows which vaag he or she has part in. Another smoothing rule is
now applied. Each of these 3 vaage is now subdivided into 6 equal parts (halvpund skyld = 1/6 vaag),
also taking into consideration a just distribution of eggs from the various species. Thus the whole Bleik
community (6 vaage skyld) can be seen as consisting of 36 parts (halvpund), of these 18 collect eggs
every year. These parts have names of living community members, who do not own the part
themselves, but on behalf of their lineage or their family. On the same typical day this part was totally
72 eggs, consisting of 39 Kittiwakes' eggs, 20 Gulls' eggs and 13 Shags' eggs. These are then
subdivided internally within the lineage, with many siblings in 3 generations the part can be split so that
very few eggs - reaches the single family member.

The principles used in governing this common property is the reference to "the old assessment of farm
value" at the two first levels of the egg-sharing institution. By appeals to a hazy traditional age when
distribution of wealth was more equal than at present, the legitimacy of the Egg Commons is maintained.
At the third level the lineage or the family is the distributive principle. Although this creates large
inequalities on part of the final egg-consumer, it is still perceived as a just principle - it secures the right
of all family members to taste sea-birds' eggs. Thus this resource governing institution achieves two
objectives:

• It governs the common Sea Bird resources in an ecologically Sustainable way

• It distributes and redistributes the property rights in a just way

Family members who live outside the Bleik community does also get a taste of eggs through the family
network, by applying the family principle at the third level, the number of property rights holders to the
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remaining Common Property Resources of Bleik can be expanded immensely. In the age of urbanisation
and weakening of the social fabric of the small communities, this large number of loyal Bleik
ambassadors, who are tied to the community by invisible property rights are real assets for the
community. This may add to the maintenance of the institution and will certainly work against efforts by
local entrepreneurs who would want to try to commercial egg-collection as part of a local tourist
industry.

One final point remains. The ethnologist who did the original field work at Bleik, noticed that the
symbolic value of participation in the egg-collecting was higher that the nutritional value of the 3-4 eggs
(Vold 1981). This leads us to the conclusion that in the age of high modernity, property rights to
Common Property Resources assumes the form of symbolic capital which is utilised to confirm an
identity as inhabitant of the community of Bleik - or originating from, and still belonging to this
community (Buordieu 1982). The search for self-identity is one of the major social and economic forces
in the modern western world. The idea that a modern urban dweller, through lineage connections, owns
a little bit of a natural resource that identifies a particular community and that the fruits of this property
is distributed to him or her through recurrent sermons every year - are therefore very powerful symbols.
In the long run this symbolic power might be a stronger force than claims of the environmental
supremacy of Common Property Regimes.
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